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Executive Summary
Banks in California set records for lending in 2015 as total loan value outstanding reached $930 billion in
the fourth quarter of 2015. Loan value outstanding grew by 6.3% year over year in California, just below
the 6.9% growth throughout the United States.
Single-family mortgage loan value outstanding continue to make up the lion’s share of loan value outstanding, but banks in California pulled back in 2015. Single-family mortgage loan value outstanding declined
by 3.0% year over year in the fourth quarter of 2015, all while property values continued to surge. The dichotomy between declining mortgage loan value outstanding and rising home prices demonstrates a few
nuances in the housing market. Homeownership in California is at record low, meaning that more homes
are being scooped up by investors and as a result often do not carry a mortgage. At the same time, improved
economic fundamentals have left fewer homeowners with negative equity or near-negative equity.
Apart from single-family mortgage loan value outstanding, lending by for all other major categories grew
at a variable rate throughout the year at banks in California:
Construction loan value outstanding grew by 20.9%, primarily driven by a second-consecutive strong
year in the residential market. A total of 141,800 housing units were permitted in California in 2015,
up from 119,700 housing units in 2014.
C&I loan value outstanding grew by 12.9%, showing little ill effects from what is transpiring in the oil
market.
Loan value outstanding to individuals, which includes credit cards and auto loans, grew the least over
the year, yet have grown by 34.0% since the fourth quarter of 2013 —more than all categories except
for construction.
The state’s banks remain in good health. The loan delinquency rate has improved to 1.27%, compared to
1.78% a year ago and down from a peak of 4.00% during the third quarter of 2010. Delinquent loans particularly improved for single-family mortgage loans, where delinquent loans declined by 24.2% from the
fourth quarter of 2014 to the fourth quarter of 2015.
Meanwhile, the recent weakening in oil prices has worried many in the financial markets; however, what’s
causing oil prices to slump is a big factor that distinguishes what’s going on today versus when oil prices
dipped in 2008. Recent oil prices have been supply driven rather than demand driven, as improved extraction methods have led to high-levels of production in the U.S. As described in further detail in the
last section of this report, financial markets have little to worry about. After all, oil production activity
makes up just 2% of the economy while the benefits of cheap energy effects a broad range of businesses
and consumers.
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About the Banking Data
Banking data is notoriously difficult to interpret, given that lending is reported based upon the location
of each institution’s headquarters rather than based upon the location of the borrower. This can be particularly problematic in California, where, in addition to a significant number of California-based banks,
the state is also home to a large number of financial institutions based outside the state, which provide a
significant number of loans to California businesses and residents.
Beacon Economics has constructed a unique database that provides a holistic picture of lending in the
state that includes both loans made by California-based banks, as well as an estimate of lending in the
state made by out of state institutions. Using data on branch locations and deposit information from the
FDIC's Summary of Deposits, in conjunction with Call Reports from the FDIC and Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC), this dataset uses the physical presence of each institution within the
state as a proxy for its lending activities in each state —regardless of where that institution is based.
Throughout this report, lending in California is measured in two ways to provide the full view of the state’s
banking industry.
Bank lending in California measures loans and delinquencies for California residents based on Beacon Economics’ estimates of lending as described above.
California-based bank lending measures loans and delinquencies at banks headquarted in California.
Our estimates of Bank lending in California demonstrate that the volume of lending in California is much
higher than the $400 billion reported by the FDIC on California-based banks. Indeed, the nation's five
largest banks (Wells Fargo, Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase, Citibank, and U.S. Bank) are all technically
based outside of California and are not reflected in the $400 billion figure reported by the FDIC as a result.
However, Beacon Economics' analysis shows that a significant portion of their operations are based in
California, with anywhere between 16% and 40% of their deposits located in the state. Including these estimates of loans by institutions based outside the state raises the volume of lending in California to nearly
$900 billion.
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Bank Lending and Health
Loan value outstanding at banks in California
surpassed the $900 billion mark in the second
half of 2015, as growth once again accelerated.
Recent lending throughout the Golden State has
enabled many residents to invest in new and existing businesses, as well as purchase homes and
replace older vehicles. The uptick in credit has
also benefitted the state's home builders and commercial real estate developers through a variety
of loans for construction, commercial & industrial
equipment, and commercial real estate.

Bank Lending in California, Q1-08 to Q4-15
Solid Loan Growth Over Past Year
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California’s economy continues to shine, by growing above the national trend. The state’s banking
sector continues to mirror economic growth,
with loan volumes growing by 14.3% over the
last two years while volumes in the rest of the
nation grew by 13.4%. A recent survey of senior loan officers shows that bankers remain optimistic as they generally eased standards on loans to
households, mortgage loans, and auto loans. However, standards for C&I loans, and commercial real
estate loans tightened and are expected to remain
tight throughout 2016.
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Single-family home mortgage lending continued to
take a back seat to all other categories at the end
of 2015, with loan value outstanding shrinking by
3.0% from the fourth quarter of 2014 to the fourth
quarter of 2015. Working against a housing market
that has been heating up has been the ability for
mortgage holders to pay off a larger share of their
mortgage debt. Meanwhile, every other major category of lending continued to grow, with construction loans leading the pack. Businesses are also tapping in to this growth, with C&I loans in California
up more than 12.9% this year while loans for commercial real estate are up nearly 7.3% in 2015.
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Bank Lending in California by Type, Loan Growth, and Delinquency Rates
California Loan Volumes
Category

Q4-14

Q4-15

($Mill.)

($Mill.)

California
Growth, YoY (%)
California

United States

Delinquencies
(Q4-15, $Mill.)

Delinquency Rate (%)
California

United States

Total Loans/Leases

875,047

929,828

6.3

6.9

11,815

1.27

1.16

Single-Family Mortages
Multi-Family Mortages
C&I Loans
Commercial Real Estate
Loans to Individuals
Construction Loans
Farmland

302,090
37,335
178,818
132,948
103,982
19,097
7,125

293,089
41,092
201,852
142,589
107,512
23,079
7,583

-3.0
10.1
12.9
7.3
3.4
20.9
6.4

1.5
15.7
8.7
7.1
6.3
15.2
8.1

11,237
53
88
280
33
82
27

3.83
0.13
0.04
0.20
0.03
0.36
0.35

3.33
0.17
0.14
0.39
0.56
0.54
0.56

Sources: Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. & Beacon Economics

Loan value outstanding for banks in California grew by 6.3% from the fourth quarter of 2014 to the
fourth quarter of 2015. On a category-by-category basis, comparisons in loan growth between the
state and the nation are mixed. C&I, commercial real estate, and especially construction loan value
outstanding grew more in California than in the nation. On the other hand, mortgage loan value
outstanding of both single-family and multi-family properties, loans to individuals, and farmland loans
performed better in other parts of the nation.
Recent trends in business lending are particularly interesting because of what is going on in the oil
industry. The pace of growth in C&I loan value outstanding in both California and the nation accelerated during the first quarter of 2015 and continued to expand through the remainder of the
year. Businesses have been able to take advantage of cheap energy prices and use the savings to invest
and expand their operations.
Bank Lending in California Delinquencies, Q1-01 to Q4-15
Delinquencies Almost Back to Normal

Banks remain better capitalized and more liquid
than before the great recession. Loan delinquency
rates in California have fallen to 1.27% and foreclosure rates have similarly returned to pre-recession
levels. Fewer homeowners contain negative equity
in the state, especially in state’s regions that were
hit hardest by the foreclosure crisis —indicating
that delinquency rates are expected to continue to
trend downward.
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Real Estate Driven Growth
California's real estate market continues to heat
up with median home prices rising by 6.4% yearover-year in December 2015. Real estate remains a
large source of demand for loans and the increasing supply of loans has helped to facilitate additional growth in these areas. Home sales increased
by just over 6% in 2015. Yet, working against the
demand for mortgages is a thinning homeownership rate, as more California households are being priced out of homeownership and opting to
rent. Homeownership rates in California are at
historic lows and are causing a deceleration in
mortgage lending.

California Residential Market, Jan-10 to Dec-15
Booming Residential Market Provides Demand
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Conventional Mortgage Rates, Apr-71 to Jan-16
Mortgage Debt Remains Very Affordable
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Mortgage rates managed to stay relatively flat
throughout 2015, fluctuating by few basis points
each month but ultimately the average rate ended
up below 4%. Historically low rates will continue
to look appealing to potential homebuyers, while
many homeowners have been able to readjust their
mortgages rates.
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For the second consecutive year, construction permits were issued at a healthy rate throughout the
state. Construction lending at California banks has
helped builders to significantly increase residential construction. A total of 141,800 units were
permitted in 2015, up from 119,700 units in
2014. Furthermore, permitting growth over the
year was balanced between the single and multifamily sectors, with total permits rising by 18%
and 19%, respectively. As the market begins to
turn back toward the retail owner-occupied market, single-family loan values outstanding are expected to begin to rise as well.

California Residential Permits
Strong Demand Responde by Builders
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California-Based Banks
Loan value outstanding at California-based
banks surpassed the $400 billion mark in the
second half of 2015, as growth once again accelerated. Recent lending throughout the nation
has enabled many residents to invest in new and
existing businesses, as well as purchase homes and
replace older vehicles. The nation's home builders
and commercial real estate developers are also
benefiting from the uptick in credit through a variety of loans for construction, commercial & industrial equipment, and commercial real estate.
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California’s economy continues to shine, by growing above the national trend. Banks headquartered in the state mirror this economic growth,
with loan volumes growing by 25.6% over the
last two years while volumes in the rest of the
nation grew by 12.1%.

California-Based Bank Lending Growth, Q1-13 to Q4-15
Golden State Based Banks Outpacing Remainder of U.S.
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Single-family home mortgage lending continued to
take a back seat to all other categories at the end
of 2015, with loan value outstanding shrinking by
4.2% over the last year for California-based banks.
As mentioned earlier, working against a housing
market that has been heating up has been the ability for mortgage holders to pay off a larger share of
their mortgage debt. Meanwhile, every other major category of lending continued to grow, with
construction loans leading the pack again this year.
Businesses are also tapping in to this growth, with
C&I loan value outstanding from California basedbanks up more than 25.6% this year.

California-Based Banks Lending by Category
Virtually All Types of Loans Growing
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Consumer Debt
Total per capita debt balances for California fell by 0.6% from the fourth quarter of 2014 to the fourth
quarter of 2015. On a category-by-category basis, comparisons in per capita debt balance growth between
the state and the nation are mixed. Student loan, mortgage, and credit card per capita debt balances grew
at a slower pace in California than in the nation. On the other hand, auto per capita debt balances grew at
a faster pace than in other parts of the nation.

California Resident’s Debt Balances per Capita, Debt Growth, and Delinquency Rates
California Debt Balances
Category
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Per capita debt balances in California remain elevated relative to other parts of the nation. However, delinquency rates on this debt have continued to fall. In addition, delinquency rates on mortgage debt continue to remain lower than the nation
overall, with delinquency rates falling to 1.2% in
the fourth quarter of 2015. This follows the trends
in mortgage lending by banks discussed earlier. In
addition, declining delinquency rates for mortgage
debt is of particular importance to California consumers where mortgage debt accounts for nearly
78% of all consumer debt.

California Resident's Debt Balances, Q4-2005 to Q4-2015
Debt Balances Remain Stable Over Past Year
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Which Way is Up? Oil Prices and the U.S. Economy
The recent travails of the stock market have been largely blamed on the falling price of oil —a complete
reversal from the conventional wisdom that a negative correlation exists between the two price metrics.
The explanation for this switch is that prices are now ‘too low’.
In reality, the correlation between oil prices and prices in other parts of the financial world are not as
clean as ‘too high’ or ‘too low’. Rather, it depends critically on what is driving the change in oil prices
—movement in supply or demand. For example, the last time oil dropped below $40 per barrel was in late
2008, when the global economy was tipping into a recession. The drop was due to well-founded worries
about demand —worries that were hitting a wide variety of financial markets.
Today the situation is completely reversed with supply rather than demand driving the price of oil lower.
There are worries about the global economy but worldwide demand for oil is still growing despite the
wobbles. China, for example, imported 9% more oil in 2015 than the previous year.
What has driven down prices has been the explosive growth of oil production in the United States
over the past 5 years as shale oil extraction through
fracking has finally become widely adopted. The
United States is now producing almost twice as
much as they did 5 years ago, and has become
the largest producer in the world, generating 20%
more crude per day than Saudi Arabia or Russia.
And this is just the beginning. The United States
has proven reserves of shale that would last over
20 years at the current pace of production. Russia’s
reserves are thought to be the size of the United
States. Mexico, Australia, Argentina, Libya, Chad,
China and a host of other nations also have large
reserves. In short, the world is going to have plenty
of oil for a long time to come.

Crude Oil Price and U.S. Oil Production
1986 to 2015
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Why are the financial markets reacting so negatively to this news? One possible reason is the fear that
a decline in mining activity could create broad negative ramifications for the U.S. economy. But mining,
as an economic activity, doesn’t appear large enough to substantially move the nation’s economy off its
current growth path. Mining activity is slightly over 2% of the U.S. economy, while investments in new
mining shafts and wells is less than 1%. The industry lost over 130,000 jobs last year, but the United States
added 2.6 million jobs in total, including 265,000 in construction.
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For those who think something may be missing from this equation —supply chain effects for example
—this isn’t just speculation. A very similar situation occurred in the mid 1980s. There was a collapse in oil
prices in 1984 as the OPEC cartel began to fall apart and world production rose. The United States was in
the midst of its own oil production boom, which came to a similar sharp end. The decline in investment
at that time was even sharper than what is occurring today—over 60% from peak to bottom compared to
50% in the current rout. Still, the balance of the economy did just fine —much like it is now. The reason
is clear: Whatever losses are occurring in the industry are being largely offset by gains to the rest of the
economy from cheaper energy prices.
The other worry may be in the financial markets themselves —that lending to energy firms could set off a
cascading wave of losses through the markets. Consider that there was almost $24 billion in high yield energy industry bond defaults in 2015, up from almost zero the year before. But this is a nation with trillions
of dollars in outstanding debt issues so it is a small number proportionally speaking. And while C&I bank
loans have seen a small uptick, they are still at the lowest level in decades, and every other loan category
is still seeing reduced delinquency rates according to Federal Reserve data though the end of 2015.
Add it up and there is little worry that low oil prices
will do much to hurt the U.S. economy. The same
might be said for Russia, Venezuela, Iran, or Saudi
Arabia, but then again, the benefits of cheap energy
will boost the rest of the globe, including the far
larger economies of China and the European Union.
In short, Beacon Economics feels the fretting over
low oil prices is a pointless Wall Street panic —one
of many we have seen since the recession came to
an end. And like the others we use the same wise
advice given by the friendly police officer: Nothing
to see here folks- move along.

Spending on Mining
2005-Q1 to 2015-Q4
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About Beacon Economics

Beacon Economics, LLC is a leading provider of economic research, forecasting, industry analysis, and
data services. By delivering independent, rigorous analysis we give our clients the knowledge they need
to make the right strategic decisions about investment, growth, revenue, and policy. Learn more at
www.BeaconEcon.com.
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